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Carnival Traditions in Germany
Carnival has been celebrated for many centuries in Germany. It is often referred to as the
“fifth season” or the “silly season”. Since Germany was in the past split up into many
small kingdoms, the way carnival is celebrated in the different regions of Germany still
differs to this day. Not even the name is the same – for example in the Rhine area it is
called KARNEVAL, in the region of Swabia FASTNACHT or FASTNET and in Munich
FASCHING. The celebrations have their roots in pre-Christian times, when in spring,
people wore masks to scare away winter spirits and welcome the re-birth of nature with
singing and dancing. Today it is celebrated mostly in Catholic regions of Western and Southern
Germany as a season of feasting and fun before the fasting period of Lent.
In many parts of Germany the official Carnival Season begins at the 11th minute past the
11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month. The carnival celebrations then reach their climax
during the six “crazy days” (TOLLE TAGE) before Ash Wednesday (ASCHERMITTWOCH).
In some regions the Thursday before Ash Wednesday is known as “Women’s Carnival
Night” (WEIBERFASTNACHT). Women occupy the town-halls and the mayor has to hand
over the keys to them. Men are advised to wear an old tie since the women are allowed to cut
off any tie and then compensate the man with a kiss.
Carnival Monday (ROSENMONTAG) is the climax of the carnival, especially in the
Rhine Valley, with huge parades and street processions called ROSENMONTAGSZUG.
The most famous one takes place in Cologne, and it dates back to 1341. On
ROSENMONTAG about 1,5 million spectators, all dressed up in colourful costumes,
fill the streets to cheer the floats with the Carnival Prince and Carnival Princess, or
to march in the parade. The carnival in the Rhine area comes to an end on Tuesday
at midnight with the burning of the “NUBBEL” – a stuffed straw puppet symbolizing
the spirit of carnival – as reconciliation for any sins committed during the carnival celebrations! Although
Carnival is not a public holiday in Germany, in some areas – such as the Rhine region – schools and offices
are closed for several days.
In contrast, FASCHING in Munich is celebrated mostly behind closed doors. Most
carnival celebrations in Munich nowadays are fancy dress parties and elegant balls.
Few people will be seen wearing costumes in public and the traditional street carnival,
as well as the traditional costumes have disappeared.
Particularly strict rules govern the Swabian-Alemannic FASTNACHT around
Tübingen and Freiburg. Only people who have lived in the city for more than 15
years can take part. The masks and the costumes also have to refer to historical
events and are passed on from generation to generation.
In some regions the political aspect of carnival is still very
much alive. The Court of Fools (NARRENGERICHT)
assembles every year in the small town of Stockach. The people put a politician “on trial” as a
way to criticize current politics. The politician is asked to attend the trial and defend himself. In
the past very well known politicians have accepted the invitation and turned up before the foolish
judges.
It is also interesting to know that every town has its own greeting for the event, for example in
Cologne and Aachen it is ALAAF! while in Düsseldorf and Mainz it is HELAU!
Like in Malta, during Carnival, people can dress any way they like, do (almost) anything they like,
forget about everyday problems – and just have fun.
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Write down the numbers 1 to 10 in the
white circles on the map below placed
near landmarks found in Brandenburg.
Look up for the clues below.
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Brandenburg is one of the sixteen federal
states (Länder). It is situated in the east of Germany
and is one of the new federal states that were re-created
in 1990 after the reunification of East and West Germany.
The eastern border of this state is with Poland. The capital
city of Brandenburg is Potsdam. Other important cities
are Cottbus and Frankfurt-an-der-Oder. Brandenburg
surrounds but does not include the capital city state Berlin.
More than 2.5 million people live in this state. Brandenburg
is well known for its unspoiled landscape and large parts
of this state are protected nature reserves. The two main
rivers flowing through Brandenburg are the Spree and the
Havel. A natural wetland with more than 200 canals and
a number of lakes and forests is called Spreewald.
1. Havelberg is a small town in the North West of Brandenburg partly built on an island on the river Havel famous
for its big monastery now used as a museum.
2. The town of Cottbus in the south is famous for its modern state theater.
3. Sanssouci Palace, the former summer residence of King Frederick the Great is a great tourist attraction in Potsdam.
4. The Spreewald wetland with forests and lakes and canals.
5. Schwedt is an industrial city in the north eastern border with Poland.
6. Famous German writer Theodor Fontane was born in Neuruppin.
7. The Einstein Tower is an observatory near Berlin with a large solar telescope to study radiations.
8. You can ride in a stagecoach here.
9. Frankfurt-on-the-Oder is connected with the town of Slubice (Poland) by means of a bridge over the river Oder.
10. The old Cathedral of St Peter and St Paul in Brandenburg Town is built on an island on the river Havel.

Today, Knut is introducing us to his friends by telling us where they
come from, using the Verb kommen, together with the pronouns.
Ich komme aus
Deutschland.

Es kommt aus
England.

Kommst du aus
Deutschland?

Wir Tiere kommen
aus Europa.

Er ist mein bester
Freund und kommt
auch aus
Deutschland.

Ihr kommt aus Italien.

Sie kommt
aus Frankreich.

Sie kommen
aus England.
Guten Tag Herr Braun,
woher kommen Sie?

With this Magazine you have a separate sheet with the Würfel (dice). Cut along the
dotted lines and fold to form a cube. Use it to play on your own, or with your friends, to
practise the verb kommen. Take it in turns to throw the dice, and depending on the
pronoun which comes facing up, conjugate the verb kommen accordingly.
For example: If du comes up the answer would be du kommst. You can use it for
different verbs. Have fun playing and practise your grammar!

Can you help Knut to unscramble the words in this postcard?
Hallo Knut!
Wie geht es dir? Ich _____________ (eihße)
Paul und _____________ (ommek) aus Berlin.
Ich ________________ (prechse) Deutsch und
Englisch. Ich ________ (erlne) auch Italienisch.
Mein Haus __________ (ieglt) in der Stadtmitte
und ist ________ (sher) groß. Es hat ________
(htac) Zimmer und einen __________ (Blakno).
Das Haus hat drei __________ (Schlfammeriz),
eine Küche, zwei Badezimmer, das Wohnzimmer,
das Esszimmer. Mein Zimmer ist hell und
die _______________ (Mlbeö) sind sehr schön.
Viele Grüße
Paul

Stars und ihre Modetrends
Die Stars lieben Shoppen. Sie geben viel Geld für Kleidung aus! VIPs kaufen gern bei
Designers, in Kaufhäusern und Modegeschäften, im Internet und auch in exklusiven
Secondhand-Läden ein. Stars interessieren sich sehr für Mode, das heißt: Kleider, Schuhe,
Handtaschen, Schmuck (jewellery), Schminke (make-up) und Frisuren (hairstyles).
Diese vier Stars sind letzte Woche nach New York gefahren. Sie haben viel gekauft, denn New
York ist ideal für Modefans.
Der Modestil von Taylor Swift reicht vom
Country-Girl bis zum Teenie-Star. Ihre
Kleider sind sehr variiert, lässig (casual)
und leger (informal). Sie kombiniert
trendige Cowboystiefel mit Jeans oder einem
Rüschenrock (frilled skirt). In Taylors
Kleiderschrank findet man hohe Absätze
(high heels), Ballerinas, breite Gürtel (wide
belts), kurze Kleider, schwarze Leggings und
dicke Wollmützen (thick woollen caps).

Wer trägt gern die folgenden Kleidungsstücke
und Make-Up?
Taylor Swift, Rihanna, Emma Watson oder
Jessie J? Schreib den richtigen Namen auf.

+

Rihanna hat einen tollen Stil. Sie mag
grelle (bright) Farben und enge (tight)
Kleider. Auch in Jeans und T-Shirt sieht
die Sängerin gut aus! Rihanna trägt gern
niedliche (cute) Print-T-Shirts mit
trendigem Schmuck und Gürtel. Rihanna
kauft gern Slim-Fit Kleidung ein. Sie trägt
gern Turnschuhe oder schicke (stylish)
Pumps.
Emma Watson ist eine gute Schauspielerin
(actress) und ein talentiertes Model. Sie
hat einen Pixie-Haarschnitt (haircut).
Auf dem roten Teppich sieht Emma
mit Absatzschuhen (high heels) und
schönen Kleidern sehr elegant aus. Aber
sie liebt auch den College-Look: bequeme
(comfortable) Shorts, Leggings oder
Strumpfhosen (tights), und Gummistiefel
(wellingtons).
Der Stil von Jessie J ist sehr bunt und
wild. Sie kombiniert schöne VintageSachen mit originellen und trendigen
Kleidungsstücken (pieces of clothing).
Aber manchmal sehen die Kleider von Jessie
J bizarr (weird) aus. Ihr Make-Up Style ist
wunderschön, aber auch unkompliziert: sie
trägt leichten (light) Lidschatten (eye
shadow), knalligen (loud) Lippenstift
(lipstick) und dunklen Eyeliner auf.
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Have you read the Magazine? Then you are able to answer these questions. Write down your answers
in the boxes. Afterwards fill in the blanks to form two words (in German) used in this Magazine.
4

Jessie J trägt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Lippenstift.
Fill in the missing adjective (in German).

7

1

Which is the capital city of Brandenburg?

5

In Munich, Carnival is known as _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

11

What is the German word for “casual”?
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Who of the four “stars” you read about in this Magazine
likes to wear tight clothes with bright colours?
Carnival Monday in German
is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

The two main rivers in Brandenburg are the _ _ _ _ _ and
the Spree.
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A stuffed straw puppet is burned at the end of Carnival.
In German this puppet is known as _ _ _ _ _ _.
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After completing the task given, fill in the information below and send this sheet ONLY to:
The German-Maltese Circle, Messina Palace, 141, Triq San Kristofru, Valletta

Closing Date: 30th March 2012

The winner will be drawn by lot. The decision of the German-Maltese Circle is final and binding.
Write in block letters:
Name in full:
Address:

School:
Class:

Home or Mobile Tel. No.:
Data submitted may be used by the German-Maltese Circle in the promotion of its aims and activities.
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